Animals use their sense of sight for taking in information about the world around them. Humans are no different! Practice your observation skills in this fun game that can be played anywhere in nature or from a front row seat at your favorite window.

**You Need**
- At least two players

**Directions**

1) One player starts the game off by picking an item in nature that can be seen from the spot the players are seated. They should not reveal what the item is, the other players need to guess it!

2) Once the player has selected an item, they start by saying “I spy with my nature eye something ________” filling in the blank with whatever color the item is.

3) The other players take turns guessing what the item is by looking for objects that color. Players should not need to move to find the object. It should be visible to all players from the same spot.

**Example:**
Player 1: *I spy with my nature eye something red.*
Player 2: *Is it the berry growing in the tree?*
Player 1: *Nope, guess again.*
Player 2: *Is it the bird on the fence?*
Player 1: *Yes, good nature eye!*

**Follow Up Questions**

1) What was the most common color when you played?
2) Was it the most difficult thing to spot, why?
3) How can playing this game help you when you’re hiking in the East Bay Regional Parks?